










Ensemble brings large-scale 
improvisation










 tennis seed 
Stockman  hits the
 books before 









































Daily staff writer 
The act 
which  established the 
Asso-
ciated Students
 Program Board, will be 
revised.  A. S.
 Vice President Roger 
Wert said at 




























Groups organizing the "March on 
Sacramento
 for Education" are expect-
ing from 4,000 to 6,000 people to con-
verge on
 
the state capitol today. 
The groups arc protesting
 Gov. 
George Deukmejian's education agenda. 
The
 march is scheduled for noon on 
the west steps of the state capitol build-
ing in Sacramento on 10th and
 I. streets. 
Protesters' demands 













 at universities and 
colleges. 
The march will be preceded by a 
rally at 
9:30
 a.m. at Southsidc Park 
on 
Eighth and T 
streets, which will feature 





 Association, SJSU Asso-
ciated Students 
President Tom Boothe 
and Bob Gunter. A.S.
 director of Cali-
fornia state student affairs,  will be pre-




250  SJSU students and 
staff
 
have committed to attend. said 
Arturo 
Vasquez. an 
SJSU march organizer. 
Participants
 will then march at 
10:30 a.m, to the capitol 
building  where 
Rev. Jesse 
Jackson, state Sen. 
Art 
Torres. D -Los Angeles, and Assembly-
woman Maxine 
Waters. 1) -Los Angeles, 
arc
 scheduled to speak at noon. 
A 
team
 of organizers will meet with 
the governor's aides
 and will try to talk 
to 
as many members of the Assembly as 
possible, 
said  Stacy 
Johnson of the 
Uni-
versity of California











"What's been a little 
bit  hard is that 
most schools couldn't get as many 
buses 
as 
needed,"  said 
Dave
 Van of the 
San  
Francisco





 California schools have
 
reported
 about 400 people
 committed to 
go, but they










 will be mostly students
 
from community 
colleges  and from the 
University of California
 at Los Angeles, 
See MARCH,  
hack  page 
'unctions  and duties oi the rowan,
 the 
act needs to be rewntten because, among 
other
 things,  it lacks job 
descriptions
 of 
the A.S. program hoard chairmen. Wert 
said.  
Some of the program board mem-
bers have overlapping duties,  and a rcvi-
ion can help clarity things. Wert said. 
"'They need 
to
































Act 9 (election 
procedures)  Wert 
said. 
"Periodically  things 
have  to he re-
vised." 
Act 50 
was  lust 
revised





Verda Alexander. at 
Wednesday's meet-
ing. said 
she  was surprised by 
Wert's  an-
nouncement.  












What  he 
wants  
to
 rev isc  ' 





said. Although the 
program







cluded in the  act . Alexander said 
'I'm 
sure Roger wants 
a job
 de-
scription  for the 
publicity
 chairman, 
too ,' ' she 
said. 
All the other positions 
are self-ex-
planatory . sum no 
further job descriptions  
will he 
needed,





ffolvorosa   Daily 
stall photographer 
A satisfied smile
 works its way across the
 face of Bay Area rocker
 Robert Seidler during 
a Spartan Puh 
show Thursday
 night. Seidler's 
one -hour show, 
marking
 the release of his 
new  EP "Cig Sisters," 
grabbed the 
attention of the full
 house crowd. Seidler
 later autographed 

















educator  and 
psychologist  
Amado l'adilla 
spoke  'Thursday on 
the 
special























 in a 



























It is crucial 




















minority  educational hack' 





 1980 and 2000,
 the pro-
portion of blacks,







 far more rapidly than 
whites. By 






 down from 67 
percent in 







America,  he said. 
In today's  
information -based so-
ciety, 


















 in the job
 















der said. The 
resenuegenerating 
ac-




 events that are protit-making 
venues,
 which is a 
separate




A committee will review
 the docu-
ment to see 
what  changes are needed. 
Then
 it will submit a final revision to the 
A.S. board of directors for approval. 
Well said. 
The revision of the act is basically 




problems  the 
hoard had 
with the October Berlin concert it co-
sponsored with the Santa Clara nightclub 
One
 Step Beyond. 
Wen  said. 
Thc program board had difficulty
 
obtaining payment from the nightclub for 
its portion 0, the receipts from the 
The board finally 
received
 the bal-
ance of the amount due on 
March 2 after 






March  12 meeting,
 the A.S. 






hoard  from 















By David Barry 
Daily staff writer 
The publisher of a 
proposed  campus 
political magazine has decided to give up 
on A.S. funding and




Despite being denied Associated 










later this month. 
said Marlene Blithe 




request  for $300 was rejected 
by the Associated Students special
 allo-
cations  committee last week. 
The group, which 
has been attempt-
ing to get A.S. financial 
support
 for the 
magazine since January 1986,
 was den-
ied special 
allocations  funds for three 
reasons. said A.S. 
Controller Robert 
Cruz. 
One concern was that the group  did 













"Marlene said that they 
would  be 




A.S.  funds or not,'' Cruz said. 
While Godwin 
indicated that was 
true,  she said the
 magazine, which will 
'We 
didn't  think the 
organization  had enough 
continuity















 only have six pages
 
and 1,000 
issues  will be printed. 
If they had 
received
 the
 $300. they 
would have 






the main reason 
for the reject-
ion 
was  that the group 
would be leaving 
after this 
semester.
 Cruz said. 
''She
 (Marlene Godwin)
 will be 
leaving
 campus next semester."
 he said. 
"And it will be published 
off campus. 
We didn't think the 
organization  had 
enough continuity 
to be funded." 







"We wanted to draw attention so 
that other publications would
 try to do 
it." said 
Godwin.







Ity Elisha Arnone 
Daily stall 
writer  
It was a routine investigation for the 
University Police Department. The cul-




 a wrinkled 








































But as the search continued,
 an oc-
casional 
exchange  of smiles 
and a 
friendly  adjustment of a crooked 
tie 
showed
 the nine were 
beyond
 reproach. 
























 bright pink and 
blue 








the  Union 




















 percent in 
half  sandwiches. 
We're making 
about $800 
a day, said 













slow days and 75 per-
cent  of its business 
comes
 during 
midweek.  Black 
said. 
"We've seen an increase in 
business over
 the 
course  of the semester.-  
said  Nina Kalmoutis, assis-
tant manager





315  to 340 
sandwiches  a 
day. We're 
also  open on Saturdays from 10 
a.m.
 to? 
p in ." she said 
I tom) 




do  by using their meal plan 
card at the 
deli





students  have also been 
eating at 
the deli,  and since the 







"The idea for 
the  sign came from Ed Zant, di-
rector of 
Spartan
 Shops, and 
the
 trend 
we're  looking 
for is the
 
New York style 
















hell  is in the 
corner  
offthe deli for students 




 in line doesn't
 seem to bother 
everybody. 
"I spoke 
with  the 
student

























 themselves... she said. 
'We
 have added quality American cheese be-
cause the 






the sandwiches  
are the turkey and the chicken salad 
sandwiches.






with a drink are also very popular." 
she said. 
Some
 students only want the soups
 and salads 
offered at the deli and they don't
 have to 
wait  
in the 




 and the 












salad and macaroni salad,
 she said 
Starting nest semester the















Hunter,  Advertising Director 
Paula




Frank Michael Russel News
 Editor 





Pubiened fce denim* 
and the wagtail ycommunity 
AsDoperreorolJourrvIrste
 
and Mass ComAinialtruns 
Jed 
Ogden,  Retail
 Sales Manager 














 Downtown Retail Manager 
Adam
 Brown. Art Director 
Michael
 P 






















 sure whether the majority of 
students who voted in 
last month's As-
sociated
 Students elections 
favor  an on -





 to clarify 
the student 
body's  
stand on the issue. 
Although the record store
 apparently was 
favored
 by a 12 -percent margin, the 
measure's  
awkward wording may have confused
 voters. 
The initiative was worded as follows:
 
The Associated Students 
shall not partici-




the formation (la record
 store on the SJSU 
campus. 
Only after 
reading the initiative several 
times, is it 
clear that a yes vote is actually
 a 
vote 
against  the record store, and vice versa. 
While  a voter
 is 
standing
 at a table marking 
votes with his ballot 
exposed to the people 
standing around him, and the students in line 
behind him getting impatient - -- he is not able 
to concentrate properly, and does not have the 
time to read the initiative over and over again. 




students,  who may 
not have known in 
ad-
vance that 
voting no was 







one student said that
 when 
he asked
 an official to clarify 
the  wording. he 
was told .'es was 






















































toward  his 
administration's  view 
against  the 
record
 store. Aside
 from being a 
poor and de-
ceptive political 
move,  it may have 
backfired,  
causing
 students to 
vote




opposed  it. 




 owes the 
student body a 
special election with
 wording 
that is clear and

























 "Fume "oiIP 
il" 
the Baseball 
'films." In it, tans all 
over the country ha', 
lions  that need to he answered. 
They have a number of 
serious  questions leading up to 
the 
big  one: Will their favorite team be in the 
World  Series? 
Locally, that usually 
means  the San Francisco 
Giants.
 By 
some standards. the 




whole thing. Why 





parts in last year's success are back. 
'Ihe chances of 
the Giants playing in the 
hall Classic are 
very good. Yes,  there 




But beMre fans can start 
worrying  about how they are 
going to get their World Series 
tickets, they must get hack to 
the 
soap opera, and all of its
 spinoffs 
to answer
 those questions. 
Manager
 Roger Craig could possibly
 answer the 
questions.  
hut 
fans can tune in to the soaps and see. 
Tune in to "All My Pitchers" and find what will happen 
to Mike Knikow Will
 he
 once
 again be a 20-game winner,  or 
  will he return as 
a so-so pitcher? Can 
Kelly Downs pitch
 effectively for 
Commentary
 
the Giants. or will he he just another 
  rookie 
pitcher who makes rookie 
mistakes? 
What type of lob will Mark Grant do 
for the Giants? 
Will Terry Mulholland 
return from the farm in Phoenix'? 
Will Mark Davis he the starter that everyone 
dreams  that 
he can 
be, or will he tall apan like a house of cards? Can 
Scott 
Garrett% once again be 
the bullpen king? 
On "Another Moon.'  can Greg 
Minton regain the form 
of chief fireman that 
he
 held a long, long time ago
 in a galaxy 
far, 
faraway? 


















Can  they 


















 able to 
power 
























play  like 
they  did 
last
 year 
when  they 
led the 
Giants out








change  his 










Park?  Can 
Eddie 
Milner 


















 our Pinch 
Hitters," 
can  Candy 
Maldonado  















heat of in dis'ision






manager  I 
mmmnmmii 
I .asorda
 base a ieatil
 
to be 
proud of, or will he he forced to brag about
 his restaurant? 
Will  the Cincinnati Reds have a successful year, or 
will 
manager
 Pete Rose be 
forced to 
come out of 
retirement,  and 
thus
 
be forced to give up 
Gentol
 commercials. Social Security 
checks
 and Medicare payments? 
Can San Diego manager Larry liowa lead 
the Padres to a 
pennant and glory? Can he at least
 lead them out of Ronald Mc-
Donaldland? 
Will
 Mike Scott and Glenn Davis help Houston win a 
sec-
ond
 straight division title, or will they just 
disappear
 into the 
Astrodome's own version of outer space? 
Can
 Atlanta, behind Chuck Tanner's leadership, rise up to 
the title, or 
will
 
the Braves be gone with the wind by June? 
See Giants' General Manager Al Rosen wheel and
 deal 
with his counterparts on "Rosen's Hope." This week, he will 
attempt to trade two 
soda
 




Owner Bob I.urie will once again
 attempt to find a new 
playground for the Giants on 
"Search
 for a New Ball Park." 
This week, I .uric will ask 












 keep his 
starting 
job  from 




 do it, 
or








Will Mindy Lewis go after Rusty Shaync, or will she fol-
low her heart to San Jose and fall madly in love 
with  a semi -
attractive sports writer on die Spartan
 Daily? ((Loops. that's 
"Guiding light," 
not "Guiding Catchers.' 
For answers to these, and other screwball
 questions, be 
sure













Although  most  people
 are bombarded with entenamment  
and 
activities
 such as 
television,  radio, spoils, concerts. 
con-
versation and the like,











 can lead to stagnation





 people settle for mediocrity 




 security,  





situation that they 






 is inherent 













every  week. They 
wear 
  the same 
elothes,  





 with the 
same
 people and talk
-
about the








smart,  they 







 some of the 
secunty in 





their  sanity. 
Boredom is 
much the same 
with relationships.
 Two peo-
ple stay together for 
years  and years. Even 
after
 their second 
year 
together,  the 
romance
 has fizzled and 




other.  But because 
they've been together
 for such a 
long  
time, they can't
 break up. 
People  'ip.st 
them
 to be to-
gether
 






 looking fora 
way out. TN: 
tact
 that there 
is
 
nothing  left 
in the 
relationship
 is reason 
enough. but out
 of expected 
behav-
ior, they're stuck . 
People
 often find 








 is nothing 
to do Actually, 
there's
 
plenty  to do hut 
they are too 
blind  to realize 









There "ain't nothin' to do," 
kids 
tell their mothers. 
"Play video 
games,"  mother answers
 back. 
I don't 
wanna  . 
"Go






'Nothin's  on" 
Boredom can. in 




perceive that life is so 
boring  that it is really 
not 
worth living. 
Dissatisfied  with 
their present 
situations.  
some see no 
alternatives. Teenagers who 
kill 
themselves
 see no 
way out






for a way out of their monotonous 
lives
 They 
don't see any 
prospect for 
change  in life, 
and  take the 
ultimate




Complaints  of 
perpetual  boredom
 can be signs
 of suicidal 
tendencies.
 
Instead of looking  for 
productive
 
alternatives,  the 
suicidal 
see  only one. 
Maybe it's
 idealistic to 
expect
 us to constantly
 change and 
have perpetual
 excitement. But our lives should 
be fulfilling. 
our activities exciting and everything should always be chang-
ing and 
new. 
Those who pursue career 
fields  in areas which will pro-
vide wealth, but not self-fulfillment, are the mediocre. These 
people get stuck
 in jobs they really don't like, but because they 
are secure, they stay there. These people 
become slaves to their 
Ohs, and lose their selves. 
But this is not so 
prevalent anymore, because many do 
take the path of change after discovering that what 
they
 are 
presently  doing isn't for them. 
According to research 
done by
 
the College Board and Pol-
icy Studies
 in Education, 36 percent of Americans 
between  the 
ages of 16 
and  65 
are
 in a career transition. These people,  rec-
ognizing their discontent,
 are actively looking for a way out of 
a boring 
situation. This dissatisfaction 
stems from boredom. 
These people, perceiving
 that they have reached the end of the 
excitement and enrichment 




 that "Habit is the great deadener." 
When people cultivate habits and stick
 to them, they create 
deadening 
situations for themselves. Those 
who  look for alter-
natives, such as those in 
career transitions, are the smart ones. 
They have realized that






do something  
creative
 about it. 
The cultivation of habitual patterns leads
 to situations that 
go nowhere. and 
when




 depressed. This depression
 can he dangerous to one's 
outlook
 on life. Those who
 become 
creatures
 of habit become 
slaves to that habit, 
whether  it be smoking, 
drinking,
 or doing 
the same activity all 
the
 time 
People  should not let habit and 
boredom 
Imprison  them 
Custodians
 concerned 
about  safety 
Editor,  
I am responding to 
comments  made




traffic  and parking 
operations,
 and Richard 
Quisen-
berry. 









about  cushxlian 
safety.  







and not out of concern for 
their
 safety. 




ing, belittling, and totally uncalled
 tor He owes the custodians 
an 
apology  and deserves a reprimand by his 
superiors.
 If he had 
taken
 time





custodians  did have parking permits, 
even
 though they park 
off 
campus
 on public 
streets
 because
 it is closer
 to their work 
stations
 









prior  to 
4 a.m., 
usually  








earlier tithe certain they get to work on time. 
Schatz states that the 
custodians
 can call UPD for escorts 
and it would 
provide 
officers











myself,  met with Schatz several 




safety  issue. 
At the time, he acknowledged




officers and had no escort
 service 
available 
between 3 a.m. and 4 a.m. 
The university






 to the nsk of 
being  mugged, raped, or 
even








work stations or on the way to 
them, responsibility for their 
personal safety
 rests with the university administration. 
I won-
der
 if °Mach. Quisenberry. or Schatz would 
feel comfortable
 
or sate walking alone 
several  blocks across this campus be-
tween dunng those hours. But, of course,
 they are all fast 
asleep and sate 
in their beds when the custodians
 
are leaving 
home and reporting for work. 
If Quisenherry would put the custodians back on the 
a.m
 
shift, it would help. 




ference to him, hut
 
is
 sure makes a 


















 writing about the issue of Mentonous Performance 
and Professional Promise Awards described in 
Academic  Sen-
ate Policy, 
S87-2, dated Feb. 2 1987. 
For 38 years I have been a college teacher in electrical en-




 in the learning process has always been more 
than 
enough reason
 for me 
to try
 to do my hest. I think 
that 
extra 




a matter of principle. 










I I do 
not apply
 for an award.  and 
2. I will not 
participate  in the 


































In early -'80% 
St.  I .ours. not exactly 
the most 
hell of all towns, but
 certainly not the least, Tony
 




 years old, a columnist 
for  a local 
monthly
 called Noisy Paper, lead 






 His girlfriend Renee 
S.
 was 
about the most 
beautiful  girl in St. Louis,  or 
at least 
that's
 what we all thought. 
Clothes,  friends, music, 
drugs. 
whatever.  Tony P. 
always
 got it right. 
His  move to San Francisco 
was sudden and a sur 
prise. Everyone
 always thought 
he
 was more the New 
York City type. 
It's nothing to 
be a big person ins small place, 
Tony P. wrote in 
his last column for Noisy Paper. Art is 
movement,
 
he said. And staying in 
St.  !antis would 
mean stagnation.
 
The aging city on the west
 bank of the Mississippi 
River. 
after  all, is a great place to be 
from,
 but it's not a 
place  where any
 self-respecting artist 
would  stay. Wil-





 have gone anywhere
 if they had taken 
normal  
places in 
their  home town, Tony I'. 
wrote.  
So it was off to the big city. 
Ayear
 later,
 he was back furs 
visit.  In an article for 
Jet lag magazine,
 a music -oriented 
inonthly my 
friends put together. Tony I'.
 wrote about all the 
clubs in San Francisco
 he often 
went
 to often  
dozens  
compared  to the three places people 
who
 listened to new 
music frequented
 in St. !amis. 
A few weeks,
 and then he was back.
 
Others moved away  a 
few just to school at
 
the 
University of Missouri in Columbia or the 
University of 
Kansas in I .awrence. 




David A. moved to Rochester. N.Y., after he 
got  
his aeronautical engineering
 degree. Tom F. went to 
Kansas  City to enter the 
seminary.
 Alex W. almost 
moved to New York City, but then was robbed 
and  
didn't have 
enough  money. 
Jeffrey 
R. moved to San Jose later in 1984. He 
wanted to be a filmmaker,
 and living in California was 






the movie capital of the world, San 
Jose presented no 
major sacrifices. 
Jeffrey R. worked a series of odd jobs and
 took a 
few
 classes at SJSU through Open University until he 
got 
work
 at a film studio in San Francisco in 1986. For 
four months, he painted the soundstage and moved lights 
around. Thinking he had spent two
 years
 in California 
and was only this close to his dream. he moved back to 




 was married and had 
bought a house 
from
 his great-grandmother. 
Jeffrey
 R.'s Mend had moved to San Jose in 1985,
 
in search of 
a good journalism school





that's  hard to find. 
Naturally, I took its little hard when Jeffrey R. 
moved back 




school had also returned 









 he just the 
thing
 to get out 








moved hack a few months 
ago.  he said.  
He moved back? 
Of 
course.
 Everyone tomer hack
 to St. Louis. 
   
IT'S 1987. Tony 
P.
 is the manager of 
a record store 
in 
suburban




ist for a defense 
contractor  and airplane 
manufacturer
 
that most of our
 
friends' fathers worked for. 
When  people 
gniw
 up, they often become 
more 
conservative,
 settling for what's practical.
 There's noth-
ing wrong with 
that.  
Big  dreams, though, usually 
come true in big cities. 
San Francisco is a scary place when someone's
 only 23. 









 a place where dreams aren't out of 
reach.  
Frank Michael 

















 Nadel  Daily staff photographer 
Bert 
Hubbard,  left, on loan from San 
Jose City College's Big Band, 
and  senior musk majors Vernon 
Miyata, 
center, 
and  Ted Brown
 play 
Tuesday in the 
first  in a 
series













Formento takes in the sun and
 the 
hand's












groups  to 






larger bands. it is more 
iht I t. 

























an  band, will 
present
 an evening of free Ian rues-
 
Ian, composed "Sextessence.- the
 third instrumental on the 
day at 8:15 pin in the
 Music Building Concert
 Hall on Seventh 
evening's
 program. Clickard 
has been experimenting 
with Ian 
Street,  
arrangements and composition techniques for the last
 in.,
 
The Modern Jazz 






the first half 
of
 the evening and A 
Touch  of Brass will play
 
A 'fouch of Brass will wrap up the evening with eight in 
eight 
arrangements 
during  the second 
strum:mats ranging in 
style  from swing 
hall 
era 
Rig Band tunes to 
contemporary
 tan 









 from New 
York. 
five SJSU 
music  alumni, 
Sabants
 ich 
will play the timbals with the Jan En- 
said.
 
semble in the evening's first two instru-
mentals:  "Viva Tirado," and 
"In the 
Mk  














 the .077 
studies  
program and director of the Modern Jazz 
Ensemble.
 
R lllll cro has 
performed  with SJSt 
jazz 
Prof...











 'sit ions '' 
isa 
and 





Bob  Mintzer 
respectively.  
andleature Afro-Cuban 






director  of the 
Modern  Jan En-
semble.  
Other 
instrumentals,  such as Frank Foster's "Shiny 
Stockings."
 feature "straight -ahead jazz and 
swing:*  he said. 
"I'm excited about 'In the 811%. " Sabanovich said. "It's 
a very complex, demanding 





The Modern Jan Ensemble takes an improvisational ap-
proach 




San  Jose State 
University
 Community 
Since  1934 
(UCPS 509-480) 
.,her ot California 






gow State 1. ni,er.to. during the .ollegc 
!he
 opium. epre,ed ot the paper are nor 
thine  ot the Depanmcnt ot Journalion
 






















Lamm,.  prue 
'""in-




 deltwo pal for through A,osiated Si,, 
dent, SO per 
parisavong
 candled .tudetir 








Po.tinaFer wrul an addre, .orreLtions to 

















Production  Director 
Reporters 
lairy  






inane Ilanarann Anne M Halt. 
1.5a linparhita 
P.p. Bagel Tom Dunlap. Ste 
phen
 










Manuel  Inaunra (Soya












 Burke. Joe Gown,
 Craig 
KohlruSs. John 
R I awrence. Edward I eclesma. 
Brad 
Mangin.










Regina  Aviles. 
Shannon  RANI. Si. 
phew. 
Chnsta Cook 





Karen  Waller 
Notonot 
Account  erect/tans 
Carol  'tuber. 




































 Chokes, Vic 

























Director I ynn Hunk. 
City Editor Paula Ray Chnsbansen 
News Editor 
Frank Michael Russell 
































Retell Advertising Manager 
Jell
 Ogden 































Michael P Fos 
The  evening's performance is an 




 in preparation for its 
upcoming 










 western United 
States regularly 
compete
 in the festival



































 B177 groups in the festival competition each year: two
 
small combos, a jazz vocalist group and the Modern Jan En-
semble. 
SJSU jazz groups have 
won first and second place in dif-
ferent categories each year for the past 
live
 years. The Modern 
Jan Ensemble placed first  in the Rig Band




proud  ot all the members of the band this se-
mester... Sabanovich said. 
''They've






11)1 erence Hunt 
AP 




ASH1NG  ION 
I 




 a single one of 13 
Republicans
 to change his 
sole
 
on the highway 
bill 
was a painful 
blow, 
undercutting  
his et  
forts to show 




























 limit on 
much of 
the  interstate 
system  He had called 
it a budget -buster. 
Even before the final vote was over, the White House 
started a new campaign, this one aimed at countenng the 
view that a loss - in a fight that he himself had picked 
would reduce
 
Reagan  to a 
lameduck caretaker.
 
'This  was a hill that was pretty high and in this case 
was too 
high
 to climb:* said presidential 
spokesman  Marlin 
Fitzwater. 




keep climbing these mountains






 we can expect




 we are when we start:' Fitzwater
 said 
But the message also is that 
in a battle 
where he pulled 
out 
all stops.




 . 13 Republican 





One,  to 
mei-ode  the sew. Reagan had












make them converts 




 vote." Reagan implored the
 Republican 
senators.  
The loss was a blow as well for his new team, headed 
by Chief of Staff Howard Baker, the former Senate Repub-
lican leader, who had been expected to 
bring  his Capitol 
Hill savvy to his new job. 
"If he (Reagan) 
loses, 
he's





ineffective  and just a caretaker
 for





 Boh Dole. 14 -
Kan .. on the eve of the vote. 
Mitchell Daniels. then political adviser to Reagan. had 
urged the president earlier this year to pick some carefully 









capitalize  on the argument by 
Reagan's supporters that the
 president had to win  this one 
to 
reestablish his authority. They said he cared more 
about 
image than the issue. 
But 
this was a special case. Reagan's first major battle 
with Congress since the gravest crisis of his presidency 
arose 
with  the disclosure of the sale of arms to Iran in an 
attempt to win the 
freedom
 of American hostages. 
Reagan waged an aggressive 
campaign.  He lobbied 
members of Congress at the White House,  he 
telephoned 
senators fmni Air Force 
One,  and he made his extraordinary 
journey
 it) the Capital  lust
 before the 
vote
 
After the defeat. 
Fitzwater insisted there was no direct 
linkage between Reagan's problems
 with the Iran -Contra 
affair and
 the president's
 loss on 
the 
highway bill and 
his 
defeat 
earlier  on a 
clean 
water  bill. 
The gird) connection. Fitzwater said, might he the fact 
that the Iran -Contra affair caused a shakeup at the 
White 
House,  and a changeover in the chief
-of
-staffs job. with 
Baker coming in Feb. 27 to replace 
Donald  T. Regan. 
"Maybe,
 with the change in chief 
of staff. we might 
have come to (dealing 
with) this 
(legislation)
 a little later 
than
 we should have,'' Fitzwater said. 
Fitzwater said it was 
Reagan's own decision
 to make 
the  
dramatic trip to the 
Hill to seek votes. 
To some,  the trip 




 Reagan had the votes




 make such a big gesture 
and then lose? 
Sen. Patrick 
Leahy.  D-Vt.,  
describing
 the rush of ac-
tivity
 associated with 
the  arrival of the 
presidential  motor-
cade and the 
Secret  Service 
contingent.
 said. '-this 
demon-
stration looks almost like the 
landing
 at Normandy. with all 
the ears 
running in. everybody
 running around,  
guard dogs 












blood-  that he'd
 lined
 up enough %ow% 
to
 
pre% ai I . I eahy 
said  
The 
president  gambled. and RI the process. increased 
the stakes and that made his defeat larger than it had to be 
He 
held  
back  the night 
AMI.DA
 i 
AP) Of the deepest my stenes of the 
uniyerSe.
 tune is III the 
darken slink.,
 
hut not 10 
.1 Phillip 
Halstead  1 hat's salts he 





the  country early Day light Say ings 
I 
line  
the tact is, 
says he, that corporate lose tit
 the












their barbecues  encouraged him to lobby tin 
an
 earls "spring










he declared  
%oh
 ohy ious 
asic 
I bus,
 by courtesy ill
 the 



























manager of public 






 was hunting tor 
ways
 




brand ot charcoal Millions tit 
dollars were





























 S4 billion %%omit 
01
 benefits to 
later
 









 used,  hut 





after-uork  tennis, 
fewer  amateur hall 
games  called tint 
dark-
ness,
 a reduction lin energy 
consumption







 cater to yuppie pups 
FRESNO I API Home-haked. gourmet dog 
hiscuits  
are being touted as the perfect gilt tor the s' 
:111111e that al-
ready has 
everything else it wants 









Andreason.  a member of 1 as Amiga. 
Guild ot Val-
ley 
C'hildrens  Hospital in hrestio,
 





dog  biscuits to local
 
retail  Millets 








treats - ranging from  buttermilk  hones to 
schnauzer -
shaped
 crumpets %sent on 
sale
 last weekend at 
a dog 
show.




"This is going to be as big 
as









brewer's yeast, wheat germ and 
flour,  she added INT deli-
cacies such as liyer. 
buttermilk. peanut hinter. garlic
 and 
tofu can be 
added.  










chanties  in 




lantic  N J to Phoenix. An,  
are
 
belies cut to base 
used 
the idea,  said Ken Johnson. a Los 
Angeles  kennel club op-
erator who travels the 
nationwide  dog show circuit. 
'It's touched a nerye with dog lovers: said Johnson. 
In Arizona, two 
women
 base expanded




titled.  "Butch's Biscuit
 Rook:
 






are people who couldn't he bothered to cinok their OWII kids 
cookies,  much less their
 dog.''
 INinna Thalheimer of Flags-
taff. 
the book's co-author. said in a telephone interview. 
She said the idea has become





















Daily  staff writer 
Former
 dean of 
graduate studies and 
author of audio-visual and 
travel text-
books, Professor F.rneritus
 James W 
Brown died 
of a heart attack 
Wednesday  
inoming.
 He was 
73.  
Brown, born in Hampford. Wash., 
attended the University of Washington. 
Ile 
received







thrown came to 
SJSU
 in 1953 as an 
associate professor of 
education. In 
1959,  he became the dean of  
graduate  
studies. 
Ile resigned his position as dean 
to return to teaching in Instructional
 
Technology. He retired in 1976.
 
After his retirement.
 Brown wrote 
and edited textbooks,  produced films-
trips, and 









 have sign ups for 
the Intramural 
tennis 
Tournament  from 8 









 Call Liz at 
277-2858 for infonna-
(RBI. 












-English  Groups for 
all international 
students at 10 






















 at 3 p.m today 
in the Studio The-






lis .11 277-2763 for information
 











I M at 
5 p.m. today in 
the Student 
Ii  
'Costanoan  Room, 
Call  Simeon 
Aninson at 






Co-ed  Servicc 
Fraternity  will 
hold  its 
weekly
 meeting 
tonight at 6:30 






Victoria  at 
998-











 6:30 p.m. 
tonight upstairs
 in the Student
 Union. 
Call 







Jewish  Student 
Association 
will have 
a lunch and learn




 the Campus 
Ministry.  ('all 
Sandy





   




 will hold a 
Resume




p.m.  tomorrow in Engineering 
Build-
ing Room 327.
 ('all Deb Hoogaard at 
277-2272
 for information. 
   
Student's 
Association 
will hold a 
discussion
 entitled Mental
 Hygiene: A 
Maim Influence on Personal Well Being 
at 4 p.m. tomorrow
 in Science Building. 
Room 164. Call Oscar Battle at 277-
3622 for information. 
   
Financial Management Association 
will sponsor speaker Ed Bogardt from 
the Catalytic 
Association
 at 5 p.m. to-














tion will accept 
work  for a display at 6 
p.m. tomommw
 in the Art 
Building,  
Room 
109.  Call Evelyn King 
at 277-
8154 for information. 
  
 
Washburn  Hall 









on the adult 
children  of 
























IDIKATIOIllt (INTO ITO 
I a /fil 
II 
Will  
A I, All 
AN 
'.17714
 NI lil 
Brown's wife said he was "very en 
ergetic, he always had a project going 
He taught and wrote, was an author and 
editor. He wrote 26 books and edited 





you go to 
Great 
Britain.  ' 
"He was an excellent writer, a very 
prolific writer." said colleague Jerry 
Kemp of the Instructional Resource Cen-
ter. 
"He was




"h:veryone liked Dean Brown  
he was jovial and genial,- said Rex 
Burbank, chairman of the Humanities 
Ikpartment, 
who  was associate dean at 
the time Brown was dean of graduate 
studies.
 
"He was a human
 being first, and a 
college  
administrator







survived by his wife. Shir-



















Greg Hnnwn of San 
Jose:  and
 his stepsons.
 Brent Norman 01 
Morgan 






service  will be 
held
 
Tuesday at 2 
p.m.  at Oak Hill 
Funeral 
Home and 

















































in the 55 mph 
speed limit to 65 mph on 1,200 
tildes of rural interstate 
freeways 
throughout the
 state. 'the road-
v,ays 
include
 long stretches or 
In-



























into 55.5 billion and hundreds of 
thousands  of jobs tor 
engineers,
 
























































is to overcome 
society's negative
 stereotypes















 from Seattle. 
Wash.,
 excels both 
on the court 
and in 
the 
classroom.  She 
is
 intelligent, a 
hard -














 of hecoming 
engrossed  with 
her sport to 






mary  goal in 
attending
 college has been
 
to 




 should be a way 
for young athletes to 
continue  their 





Stockman  said. "People 
get  so 
caught up in 
the competitive
 side of 
sports, they
 forget what they're in 
col-
lege
 for  
Stockman hasn't
 forgotten. and will 
graduate on time this spring 
with a de-
gree in public relations In June. Stock-
man will begin working full-time for a 




 has been 
at
 SJSU for 
three 
years.
 Her college career 
began  at 
Texas A&M 
-- a long way from 
Seattle.  
where she was 
horn  and raised. F.ven-
tually,
 a longing hr return
 to the West 
Coast and the 
realization that the 
school  
didn't
 place enough 
emphasis  on educa-




a whole lot 
from you 
academically." Stockman 
said.  "They were 
more concerned 
with  
how you did °lithe court. 
"I
 liked it in Texas, hut 
education  is 
very 
important
 to me. That's 
one of the
 




coach I .isa 
Beritzholf,
 who stressed aca-







getting good grades." Stock-
man said. "It was
 better







 and tennis." 
Hut Stockman's
 resolve is 
not con-
fined to the 
classroom.  She has 
compiled  
an impressive 
list of accomplishments 
in 
her two years at 
SJSI./. 
She 
was  named the 1985 
NorPac  
Newcomer of the
 Year and made the all -
tournament  team lest year.
 Stockman 
was again named to the 
all -tournament 
team and made the all -conference
 team 
while compiling a 
19-1(1
 record at No.2 
singles and 
a 17-6 record at 
No.2  dou-
bles with 
Chandra  Thompson. 
Stockman. 
who  turned 21 on March 
15, had high expectations entering this, 
her final 
season Lor one, she 
would  be 
playing 
No. I singles
 and doubles - she 
was 
anticipating  the challenge of playing 
the 




 for their first 

























 offer from UCSB.
 Even-
tually, two







 problems. The end 
result was a 




 the season 
with 
only four 





'People get so caught up 
in 
the competitive side 
of 
sports,
 they forget what 
they're








Pasley-Miller  and 
sophomore
 




to win their 
first three 




















to the fact 
we were going
 to have 
a terrible 
season.  We just
 wanted to  get 
by and 
get the 
season  over 
with." 




reflect  that 
attitude.
 The team 
played hard,
 but injuries 
and illnesses 
contributed 










 have won 
five straight 
matches, raising
 their record 
to 8-6. 
Stockman has 






the streak, and 
she 
likes what she sees. 
"The season's 
been tough, but 
we're doing
 better than we all
 anticipated 
we would," 
Stockman said. "People 
are 
picking  up and 
doing  well 
individually."
 
Stockman  has 




 No.2 singles this
 year and has an 
overall 
record
 of 7-7. In doubles,  
her re-
cord stands
 at 9-4. In the PCAA
 confer -
'She 
(Shelly  Stockman) is 
a tough, experienced
 




playing No. I .' 
- Mary Visser, 
SJSU
 
women's tennis coach 
ence she is 1-2 at both singles and dou-
bles. 
When compared to her
 previous 
seasons, Stockman's '87 
record 
shouldn't be 
construed  as a drop-off in 




coach  Mary 
Visser
 can always expect 
Stockman  to 
give the team her best 
effort.  
"Shelly 




Visser  said. "She's a tough, ex-
perienced
 player who can handle 
the  
pressure of playing No. I . 
"She faces a lot of different styles 
of players and
 knows when to change 
her 
style
 of play. From a coaches standpoint,
 
it's nice to know 
you're
 going to get pro-
duction from her  
Stockman  is a tenacious, 
steady 
competitor,
 who rarely 
makes  unforced 
errors. She has all 











"I like to play as competitively
 and 
aggressively as I can," 
Stockman  said. 
"I try not to 




have  the attitude that
 if they're 
going to 
beat me, they're going to have 
to hit their
 best shots past me. I'm not
 
going to roll over and let them 
win." 
This winning attitude was best illus-
trated in Stockman's 
match  against 
Fresno State's Julie Frasier March 28. 
In 
that
 match between two of 
the 
conferences'
 top singles 
players.  Stock-
man wanted to avenge her March 
4, 1-6. 
1-6 loss to Frasier. 
Stockman jumped out to a 241 
lead,  
but Frasier countered 
and  soon led 5-2. 
A confident 
Stockman adjusted her strat-
egy and eventually 
won 7-5, 6-4. 
"I was
 
psyched -up for that 
match."
 
Stockman said. "Julie's a good, strong 
player who's had a lot of good wins. 
"Winning 
that match helped my 
game and my mental attitude. 
I haven't 
been like that in a while." 
Part of the reason Stockman's 
men-
tal attitude hasn't been as sharp as in the 
past is because she has an afternoon class 








has hurt my game," she said. "But if I 
didn't get my education, I wouldn't have 




good, but I see 
college sports
 more as helping a student
 
get through school. It's a matter of per-
spective. You
 have to realize your limi-
tations."  
Visser doesn't mind the scheduling 




be afforded some 
leeway.  
'"the lack of practice
 hurt
 her
 in the 
early part of the 
season,  but she's played 
herself into shape," Visser said.
 
With the team 
playing  better, 
Stockman is optimistic the Spartans will 
continue improving. 
"The situation is a lot better than it 
was,"  she said. "It took a while for us to 
adjust to Mary, but we're 
doing better 
now. 
"As a team, we'd 
like to finish in 




want  to play the best I 
can - like 
I 
know
 lean. If I do that, 




Stockman's  educational attitude is 
refreshing.
 College athletics, and societ 
for 




more student/athletes were 
to adopt her 
responsible outlook on life. 
Spartans tamed by 
Bulldogs  







 came very 
close to 








against the Bulldogs 
Thursday..  
trailing 3-5 in the third set. Moila-
nen 
was down triple








win the game. 
"On the first (match) 













 won the game, then 
won 
the match 6-4. 
I -6, 7-6. 
Unfortunately for the Spartans. 
Moilanen's










The Spartans  fell 
to 8-8 overall, 3-2 
in PCAA 
play.  The Bulldogs improved 
their overall 
record  to 16-9.
 
After winning the first set 6-4, Moi-




two games of that set, we were 
tied at 
3-3.  I 
missed
 two
 volleys in the 























score tour points wins the game.) 
In addition 
to missing the volleys.  
Moilanen also slipped 
and fell twice dur-
ing 
that set. 
Part of the reason 
was
 the court 
was  
moist to due
 the light drizzle that fell 
during the early part
 of the match. Moi-
lanen  lost the second 
set
 1-6. 
The drizzle stopped early 
in the 
third set, but 
the court was still wet
 
enough to halt the match 
with the score 
tied 6-6 




Moilanen fell over 




match  would be halted
 
with him so close 
to winning it. 
"It 
stopped
 raining at that 
point  and 
I had a  feeling 
that the courts would be 
dry in two to three 




 the match resumed a 
couple of
 minutes later. Moilanen won 
the tiebreaker 7-2 to win the 
match. 
Moilanen had only a 
few  minutes to 
rest
 before starting his doubles match 
with teammate 
Malcolm Allen. 
Allen. the No.1 seeded 
singles
-
player, lost a heartbreaker
 to Jean Lc-
clercq 2-6, 6-4, 6-4. 
Allen  and Moilanen 
lost the first set of their 
doubles
 match to 
Giudicelli
 and Chris 
Gcrety  2-6. 
"Malcolm was 
down
 from losing 
his match, 
and  I played a little 
shaky,"  
Moilanen
 said. "We 
were
 then able to 
get a couple
 service breaks, and 
things 
started to go our way."
 
The No.2 
doubles  team rallied to 
win the next two




 good to see 
Malcolm  bo-
unce 
back from the singles 
loss." said 






 other victory for the 
Spartans  
was third seed Paul 
Carbone's  come -
from -behind 2-6,
 6-4, 7-6 win. 
"He 
is starting to get a 





 rest of the day
 for the Spartans
 
was 
about as dark 





Second  seed 
Tom Sheehan lost in 
straight 
sets to John Soto 
3-6,
 2-6. Fifth 
seed Gary Peralta 
fell to Chris Macias 
0-6, 3-6. Number 
six seed Paul 1.iccardo 
lost to 
Gerety  1-6. 1-6. 
In doubles play,
 Carbone and Shee-
han lost to Leclercq













































 Amid - 







 tennis player, 
smashes  a serve against a Santa 
Clara 




















$ 15 . 
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 is no 
doubt  
























 either as a result of 
























greatest thing since 









invasion  ot 
heretofore





































 !heir town is 
about  to he overrun 
by.a thun 
doing horde 
of beer -drinking 
barbanans.  the good
 citizens  ot 
I.aguna Reach
 are even now 





arrangements  to send 
their daughters 
to the 
mountains  for 
the  weekend.
 




arena  must clear 




according  to Santa
 Clara County
 Supervi 
stir I kini 
Cortese.  
The Hoard of 
Supervisors  
must
 approve a 
site
 location and 
the terms of the
 financing,
 he said. 
Several 
sites
 arc being considered
 by the board. 
The  sites 
of San Jose.
 Santa Clara. 
Mountain View





























 8, pro 
fesslonal  growth es 
Volunteer in 
tern















A mono-linguel,  all ma 
tors, gr. & undergrad Espert 
enc.  front clerical
 to post -grad,
 
Intro-toostrovert




 IC EF PO Box 
952,
 S J 95108, rail 
2805055 
STUDENT  DENTAL 
OPTICAL  PLAN 
Enroll 
now.  Save your 
teeth. eyes 
and money too For information
 
e nd brochure see A 









rakes.  gres.sealsetc main 
!Mad receipts $1500 285-8730 
COMPUTERS 




puler XT complete system 
for 
$570 AT complete system for 
S1195
 PC -CON
 computer 8 ac 
cessories 404 S 3,0 Si . corner of 
San  Salvador. 795 1606 We ac 
cept VIII or MC  
FOR  SALE 
FUTONS.
 CREATE YOUR own living 
& sleeping sac. with our futons 
plliows, 8 frames Customs Fu 
lone & Pillows 
Plus. 900 S Win 
cheater Blvd 'bean Moorpark 8 
WilltentaISen Jose 296-6151 
to.
 
Discount on futons 
w ad 
YOU CAN OWN A NEW GRAND 








 student All sales 
final  30 day 





1976  $500 or best 








office duties for 
local mechanical contractor P11-
tkne 05 hr. start irmnal.
 280-7400 
AIRLINES 
CRUISEL INES HIRING, 
Summer 
Cora,'  Good Pay 
Travel Call for 
guide  cassette. 
newsarvice,  (915)944-4444 020  
DRAFTER WANTED 
Work  part time 
till 
summer.
 then full time .11 sum-
mer If you 
can  lay lad, call Carl 
It 297-2980 
DRIVERS POSITIONS., Part gra-Avis 
Rent A 
Car  Is novo accepting ap-
plications at 
Its
 San Jose Airport 
location 
Please apply at 
1455 
N E Airport Blvd between  Rem
 









sales sable. 15 ales BMW 
325  
Fiel Fete long dist (415)456-8200  
ENCYCI. OPEDIA SAL ES, 
Mop your 
own prosperity





payment We offer a complete One 
of educetionsl products We offer 
free video training for 
an
 Inter 
Mar cell Mr Modal 241.3295 
EXHAUST PROC OPERATORS 
NEEDED et VARIAN Full time. 
weekend shift 
(Friday,  Saturday, 

















hiring Call Job 
I in. 1 518-459. 
31311 
AM
 F-288. 24M 
OFT AHEAD START on better 
sum.
 













alumni  to con 
tribute to 





flex. eves LI 
week end hours 
neer 
rempus
 To earn 55-517 
hr 
call 








































 In the 
South
 





































































 $1 t 75 starting, P7 (20) 
Olin
 
pet wk wttoel 
0235
 Ft I40)  
amines 
per
















ere  plus 
Sono 
evening

















Internships  are pos. 
MM..
 









mer b r   lull time work 11 
moll
 
Cali today for info 8 en 
interview, 
or call Mon -Frl - between 
10am & 
2pm 275-9885  11
 
101
 line is busy 





 TIME JOBS., We 
motto' outo 
club memberships
 for the meter 
oil 
companies
 Parttione, asy 
hours 
weekly paychecks $7 to 
515 hourly commission. 
complete  
!reining 
provided  Great experi-









 service. excellent 
commis
 
sions Bay Area's most experi-
enced Student discounts Career 





evenings and or weekends Cell 





young adults who 
men,.
 career in the MODELING 
protassion  Call Howard tor lur-
the, into 
723-4096  
RED EYE is age,
 to interview for an 
esst mot 
PT







school schedule but 
musl be eble to open 2 moms  
06 
Nonsmokers  Interested in 








OFFICERS..  Full 
lino part time III shifts We will 
train Apply in person Mon .F. 
gern-ripm. 780 Meddle, 
Ave San 
Jose. call 286-5180 
STUDENT ASSISTANT PROGRAM-
MER needed to design  compu-
terized registration 8 accounting 
program tor 
Orientation  Services 
using 
°Base III Salary negotiable 
depending 
on
 551111 snd aspen -
once Hours flexible 
Apply by 
4 1 87 
In the Student Activities OF 
lice. ear Bldg , 277-2(87
 
TELEMARKETING 
START  TODAY, 
full part time 
Flexible 
hours 
$4 hr to start commission 8 
bonus A national camel
 cleaning 
company Is looking for enthusies 


























  counselor et CAMP 
WAYNE in NE 






 all spools. 






 WM. 570 
Broadway,






 2.5 years Neer 




 For  Ira 
bro-










1049,  San Otago, Ca 92112. 
1049 





















 disc Fully 
furnished. color 
TV VCR and 
housekeeping  
service  Stored 
or 
single  rooms moat. 
Office 72 
N 5th
 St , call 998-0234 
ROOMMATE  




21,4rrn  turn . 
laundry
 
included  0-375  









2 mikes NORTH of 
cent 
pus 













starting  in 
May 
SUMMER  RATES 
NOW, Large 7 
hod 
apt 
welt 2 big baths






























 be fiancee/ oe 
sponIble,  
clean,  
nal  and sober 
only 551-553































 and sober 
only  551-553



















ing Is excellent tor finding lite di. 
ration and purpose, vocational 
guidance. deep .ff-knowledge,  
clarifying lire trionsillons. 






 and your 
soul
  path I 
have
 









 use  
vast
























appointment  or 
to be 
placed  on the 
mailing  1111101 
!wt....workshops
 closes 
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to 
ilve with sincere 
handicapped 
men Want to establish  
11.1109
 
relationship' Mom cell Brian et 
298-2308 
FLOTATION
 RE L A XATION Stressed 
out575 Come to the only floata-
num In Northern Coliforni 
imag-
ine yours.ff  fleeting on  305. sa-
line solution
 Your body forgets 







 'L et Go'' The asp...once 
is like floating 
In spore Results, 
Told
 muscular relaxation You 
come away from the experience 
feeling you've
 been vamitionong 
for  week In Maui






0111 for an appoint. 
non?
 and bring this ad for  255,  
discount 
a float for 130 TRAN-
QUILITY PLACE. 445 
Washington  
Si . Santa 
Clara. Ca (401) 243-
7200 
GIRLS WAKE UP,
 This is no pa!  You 
actually
 he.  chance 
to go to 
the 
Sammy  Pledge Dan.
 096 101 
'nacho 






 JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA-
TION° 







.  israeli 
dancing,
 holiday celebrations 














 credit line with full 




write National Horne Shoppers. 
Box 90359. San Jose. Ca 95109 






 for each other 
Let's win Olt, 1000 In KD-TBS 
MY AD IS DIFFERENT, I 
m  nice. 11-
11s0110.
 guy Blonde ha. blue 
try.. 







 hard time meeting 
sincere gine 
especially  Asiens I 
enjoy  nature. art. MUSIC 
You  are 
pretty. honest II lonely 1151 me 
Together we can share 
friendship,  
romance  
6 leughter Pies.. write 
to 404 5 Bascom An,. 0255. 















unadvertised  break 
through,
 
DESPERATE.  It's 
RAY
 again and I 
all. need 
 date for 
TONIGHT'.  
DANCE, 




 11 6900)0. long
 
formal &COS P S 
don  I 















 It Opreh 
BIG 
SIS MELISSA., 
Happy  21 ElDay' 
You 
finally node 11 
You we the 
bell





 PALMER COLLEGE OF 
CHIROPRACTIC -West Is 
currently  
accepting patient. for FREE 
aminations






 If you hewe  
had low beck 












BARE ET ALL ' Stop 
shaving,  waxing. 
twarIng
 of using chemicaol 
deple-
te.. Let me permanently re-
move your 
unwanted  hail (chin, 
WMnI,
 tummy, moustache. etc) 
IS percent discount to students 
and 
foffulty
 Call before Jun* 1. 
1987 and get your 
first appt III 2 
pricer Unwanted 








































-privet.  lessons 
In your hotn, 




Oren and adults Cell 
297-8890  




 home Great for 
bridel
 showers. birthdays. and 
fund misers Call 225-0880 
EDITORIAL







































































add  to the 
beauty of the 
moment  Custom 





 mop In fresh 
MI. The 
























bile 105,  discount on labor
 with 
this ad 





faulty  FREE estimates 
'EMER-




Evergreen  Locksmith IS 
SeCUrgy  
Services,
 270.3277,  
San 
Jose
 All work guaranteed 
PROFESSIONAL  WEDDING 
PHOTOG
 




memories  forever 
B udget and 
deluxe  corkages 
meltable 
Complimentary  8 
x 10 
when  you 
mention
 this sod For 
FREE appointment 
call Paul 
Smith  Photography at 258-1329 
PROFESSIONAL  DISC 
JOCKEY  by 
Desiree
 MIchni, lormerly of KSJS 
You ve 




 Michel Productions 
provides 
a wode variety of 
music  
tor your wedding,




Call  Dal,. 












 to choose 















































quelay  output 
Word 
processing  al Its 
best Have 
do.  own 
master  
.11,0.1. Experi 








proocts No lob too









































RAWLY  6111,1 WY V Or 

































































































































& 2 bins 
o 
More inmate) 923-7810 
cated et 555 5 10th SI 
Rent  
A BEST PAPER when we ve word 
processed ot, Professional
 typing, 
edging 01 your Orm 
papers  
!nese%
 Otters, whatever Guar 
ante. 
excellence  Experienced 
wok0  processors dependable 
fast end 






 PJ s Word Pro. 
casing 
Service
 otters quality  
parents. work 
E xperlenced In 































 Stendard end micro.
 
cassette  tronscriptIon
 Word pro, 
ceasing
 instruction 
available  910 
5 










 from SJSU 10 

















APA format, term paper, thesis wel-
comed 10 years 
typing word pro-
cessing lap 
I atter quality print.
 
ing Very competitive naton  and 
bast tum around available 
Stu-
dents receive 
discount  with ID 
Access
 Dote. 281-4982
 ask for 
Ten.
 
0 -Pr US TYPING 
12 yars esperlence 
2 block from bus bk. Rapid 
turnaround
 Select. II 6 
Epson  
0-800 
SI 50 page,  
minimum 




Cell Tom al 292-4096 








 boa monk 
scripts, resumes, 




Minor  editing 
evallable 
Free  disk storsge 
Sat-
isfaction 












moot'.  typing and 
word
 
processing  avellable 
seven  
diry a week 









 typing gol 
you down, Th.
 
call Gall el A WORD
 OR TWO for 




287.8442.  If no answer 














 specialty Quick return on 




Per pea end 
hourly rat. Alma-
den Brenham area 
Free disk 
stor-










 of paws, all lengths
 













& delivery  





sional  student 



























 (To my 































 also resumes cover 
let Legible





 welcome Willow Glen 
area, easy to 















plays...mimes.  cover I tollow-up 
lefters, 
manuscripts  (books. mol1. 
dies,  short stories). transcription 
FREE 
SPELCHE
 K. copy edit fit re-
quested). proof.
 M. storage Stu-
dent f acuity 
discounts Quick 
turnaround Santa
 Clare  246-
5825 
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY  for your 
academic,  business,  legal 
word
 




cover  letters. 
group protects,
 manuals,  those.,
 
dissertations. 
etc All ecaden. 
formats APA 









Professional.  quick 
deportable service at AFFORDS 
ALE 
RATES.,  Call Pam 
al








 with referral 
discounts'  
PROCESS IT WRITE" 
Faculty and mu 
dents can rely on accurate 
timely 









old In grarnfner spelling 
punctuation  For prompt. 7 day
 







 EDITING OF tern, pm 






 Distinct,. land P1010%
 
sional We write and print 
you,  re-
sume presenting your 
quelitla  
liens In e way





 laser printing 
Cover letters and enveiopes
 siso 
avell Reeeznablif rates Student 











reasonable, end 11151 



















 Spell Check 
Letter  Quail 
try Printers 
Resumes
 (10 copies 




  choke 01 ~sr 
F wperkpncO





ASONABI  E RATES!. 













minimum charge $5 We use IBM 
compatible
 Wordstar word One 
cessor  and 
lame
 ivory Printer 
PC-COM,
 404 5 3rd
 SI corner 
of 
San 




















smog business  
Term 




 noss  mailing 





R Desktop Sent 
ices 
et 2,4
 7571 Limited pkk up 
& delivery
 
WORD PROCESSING' Term 
ropers. 
reports. etc Students. tecutty 






rates at 9980764  




availoble seven cloys  sten Lo-
cated In the Blossom MN Santa 
























approximately  30 
fetters






























































































































California  95192 
Phone   
  Zip   
Lines.
 















































 at Long 
Beach  
and 
University  of 
California





















































$3,000 to set up the 
communications
 center and have 
given 






importance  of the  
event by saying 
"it's  a good beginning 
to 
the 
fight for education ' 
The march was 

















march are Asian 
Students  in Action Now, 


































Memorial  chapel, where 
they took their oath and were issued badges. 
But
 they weren't the only ones in lip-top 
shape. 








got a new chief he's 
looking good. 
He even got his hair done for tiiday. 
I ew 
Schism
 university police chief,  







just  in 
law enforcement, hut with 
people  in general." 
The most important 
part  of the job is to be 
ethical,  he said. 
You have to 
decide
 to live a life beyond re-
proach. Your standards  
must he higher than the 
rest of the community 
holds...
 he said. 
the
 




in a just manner, and conduct them-
selsesellusally. 
" I his oath is to 
he held for the rest of your 








 the °man in the 
class  
said," 
It's great to 
he
 here. I'm just 






 Chris Rind added. 
'It's nice. This is what I'm going




 taken the first step.'' 
'The hardest part was mock  
situations,
 where we had to call 
in correct 
procedures
 for drunk 
driving or 
hit  and runs.' 
 Jackie Lonero 
11e1t  tirtiv ersity 
police  cadet 
All the 
cadets
 agreed that 
it























drunk driving or 
hit and runs," I 
Amen)  said. 





to the (JPI) office  to 
celebrate. one stood behind. 
"We  just had to 
learn, the officers
 had to 
teach us,  
that
 was the hardest 
part  . they put 
in
 
as much time 
as
 we did," said 
!kiln  
Discher,  and 
he 
ran  to catch up 
with
 the others 
The cadets may
 go on to work for the 
UPIE  
the city police 
or just be in the 
program to learn 
about 









which lasts for four years. 
starts out with an 
introduction
 
into law and then 
focuses 
on














However. 77 percent of white stu-
dents 
graduate  from high school. 
com-
pared to 69 percent 
of
 black students, 67 
percent of Native American students and 
44 percent Hispanic students. Only 
Asian student,. compare well to whites in 
high school education, with a 76 percent 
graduation 








proportion of college graduates. he said. 






 aiming Asian 
students 
in this country'. 
l'adilla
 said that 







America that blacks, Hispanics and Na-
tive Americans have faced in the past. 
But no minority speaking another 
language has it easy in America. he said. 
"Proficiency 
in English is crucial 
to
 
minority students in America." Padilla 
said. 
The problem facing educators and 
counselors,  however, is whether it is 
more beneficial to teach these students 
only English or English in conjunction 














































 to teach 
one or 
both 
























Advocates  of 
Student 








and I am going to 
graduate. The 
group and the maga7ine will 
both  he 
taken off campus. I am 
through
 with the 
At the 
meeting,  w Inch 
was  held 
March 
30. Godwin said she would
 ap-
peal the 




didn't  show. 
'I felt it would he a waste of ' 
Godwin said "les been frustrating. I've 
talked to 
board members 
and  they've 
said 
it 
was  a political  issue that they 
don't 
want to get involved  
with
 
Crur said the hoard did not 
reject 





speculation  that if we 
allocated to 
Outspoken.
 that a lot 
of 





come forward. but I'm 
twit
 sure if that 
would have been 
















 meeting, asked for 
a 
vote 
on a 520)  
allocation  to the 
group. 
It failed as only Cooper voted for it 
"I voted for the 5200 underwrite 
because 




 progress in putting out their 
Imagarine).
  she said. 
Cooper






to avoid a political











































one that occurred in 
December between 
the Spartan Review,  a conservative 
monthly paper which does not receive 
A.S. funding, and Outspoken. 
If the 5200 underwrite had passed, 
it would not have had to have been ap-
proved by the A.S. hoard of directors be-





The Spartan Review. 
which does not 
receive
 A.S. funding, 
have argued that Outspoken should also 
not he funded. 
"They said that if we were 
to re-




 that we would be subject to 
censorship like in Russia." said God-
win. 
Godwin said she disagreed with that 
perspective. 
"We only wanted one-time fund-
ing. We weren't going to have A.S. di-
rectors on our board." she 
said. 
The  Spartan Daily







































April  10, 
1987  
pluralism 
want minorities to retain 
theu 
own cultures and 
customs  within the sv s 
tern of the majority 
ethnic 
group.  
Padilla also listed sonic stereotype -
on why minority 
students






They include myths that some mi 
nority groups are genetically inferior in 
learning 
abilities.  Others claim the cul-












other  cultures are not adapta-
ble to American culture, so these minori-







programs must he imple-
mented
 liii
 education)  tor a system that 
max imi/es everyone's 
potential. he 
said. 
Padilla spoke on factors influencing 
the academic
 performance or Mexican
 
American students, the last 
speech mm,
 
the series is 
Tuesday and will be on ps!, 
chosocial stress,  school climate and aca-
demic achievement of minority students. 
Padilla 
has been the director
 of 
the 
Hispanic mental health program at 
UCI .A for 
10 years. 




Cadet Lt. Johnson Fong. left, gives a final 
inspection
 to current cadets before the grad-
uation of the new University Police Department cadets 
Thursday.  Standing at attention 
while Fong inspects are, from
 left, Kim Koschewski, John Smith. and Jim Renelle. 
GET
 INTO TH 
Applications
 


















































 you'll ever get. 
For all the long 
classes you've 
sweated through, 
and even the ones 
you're about to, we're 
offering one form 
of credit 
that's sure 





getting  one quick







Now,  not 
only




application  in 
a record 








can  tell you 
the status 
of





more,  after 
you
 secure a 
loan  with 
us, you 
can  be 
secure


















 if by chance,
 you already 
have a 
student
 loan with 
another  bank,
 that's no 













$ 2 , SOO mdpoocrs 
your
 MU Student Loan. 
Vile 
even have a full staff 
of 
education loan 
experts  ready 
to answer any 
questions  you 
might have. And some you haven't 
even thought of yet. On any type of 
plan you might
 want. 
For instance, if your folks want to help 
fund your future at college, you might want 
to 
check
 out our special tuition
 plans from 
The Tuition Plan. Wre the only bank in the 








-Payment  Program and an Educa-
tion 
Loan Program. 
So before you make The Big Decision on 
which bank to go with, take a minute and 
call us toll -free for a MH 
Student
 Loan 
application. %Wye made it all
 very easy.  
Because college 
is hard enough. 
Call I 800 MHT-GRAD
 
We'll help you get 
where you want to go. 
721 
MANUFACTURERS
 
VA
 
HANOVER
 
